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Canyon Run 50 
The canyon footage in the final animation frame 
50 was created in ScenelY An imator and brought 
in as a background sequ ence. See "Tearing 
Through Canyons," page 4. 
COPJ'I"ighl 1995 IV(Q'IIe Cole 

Dice 
The dice in this scene were created by beveUng 
a cube and then metaforming. The numbers 
were added with the Boolean Subtract tool. See 
"LightWave 10 1," page 16. 
CopJ,righl 1995 D(lIIidJolles 
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Canyon Run 297 
A spUne patch of the Grand Canyon was used 
in creating frame 297 of the final animation . 
See "Tearing Thru Canyons," page 4. 
COPJ'I"igb11995 IVf(J'"e Cole 
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EDITOR'S MESSAGE 
by John Gross 

By the time you read tilis, it should have already happened. I know you 
hear that a lot when you are reading alticles timt were Wlitten before all 
event actlwlly transpires, but tilis time I'm pretty sure it has happened. 

I'm lluking about tile sllipment of lightWave 4.0. First slated for ctis-
tlibution at tile end of December 1994, lUld tilen again in tile first qUal1er of 1995, 
lightWave finally sllipped on April 7 (OK, tilat's only a tittle bit after tile first qUal'
ter). While tilis is considered a "pre-release" version of LightWave, it is for all prac
tical purposes so close to tile final sllipping version tilat tile only additions aI'e a few 
tittle things that didn't make it in time. Of course, since I rull writing tilis before 
April 7, I don 't actllally know yet what those few things are. For all I know, 
UghtWave \viII actllally be done by tilen (it is velY close). 

Now you know what one of tile problems is when wliting about impending soft
ware shipments. The only information we, as writers, have is (1) information 
released o'om the mllilllfactlirer, (2) infollllation released from the programmers 
tilemselves, lUld (3) rumor, conjecture, heresay lUld other non-confilmed sources. 
Willie I have, in mrulY cases, mentioned and Wlillen about when tile newest version 
of LightWave would sllip, I have always based what I was saying on infollllation 
rettieved from sources 1 or 2 above. 

r have heard of llild o'om people who have been very upset because LightWave 
didn 't sllip when OIiginally forecast (end of December). I have also heru'd o'om 
people who have said that tlley have "lost business" because LightWave didn't ship 
tilen. They had needed specific features timt would be included in LightWave 4.0 
for a project tiley wllilted to do (or had even bid on!) . 

Am I missing something here? Does it seem rational to depend on a prod
uct that has not even shipped in order to procure or complete a job? Perhaps 
I have lost touch with the "common lightWave masses" because 1 happen to 
be included among the number of fortunate users who get to see and use beta 
copies with new features. 

Even so, I Call't believe that anyone can be allgry with Ne\\fJ'ek because 
they didn't sllip a product when originally planned. Disappointed, perhaps, 

see Editor's Message, page 18 
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Tearing Through Canyons 
by Wayne Cole 
Impress your clients with realistic-looking Ialldscapes by using 2D 
allimation and movable backgrounds. 

Making lightWave Sparkle! 
by Enrique Munoz 
Create explosions and water fountains using MetroGraphx's prolific 
particle animation program. 

Have Starfield, Will Travel 
by William Frawley 
Whether you're warping toward destiny or dead in space, you're 
bound to appreciate the beauty of the universe. Let Dr. Starfield teach 
you the wonders of these celestial bodies. 

Digital Cinematography 
by John F. K. Parenteau 
Star Trek: Voyager's CG starship has been lUl invaluable companion 
to motion-control models, but it 's not problem-free. Learn some of 
the challenges of duplicating the "real" Voyager. 

Fractal 3D Objects 
by Earl Terwilliger 
It's time to mallipulate Mother Nature. Use a lightWave PC program 
called LPARSER to produce fractal trees and make them move. 

Simple Refraction 
by Dall Ablall 
Use UghtWave to mimic a re-,u-world propclty of magnifying glasses, 
telescopes, lUld other lens-bearing objects. 

lightWave 101 
by David Jones 
This montil 's discussion guides you tllrough holding cUlves with 
Metafollll. 
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Tearing Through Canyons 

As 3D artists and animators we are constantly 
immersed in time ~U1d space. If you ask anima
tors how they view a scene in its first inception, 

they usually admit that it is visualized as if they were in 
the scene in actual 3D space-not as a viewer apart 
from the scene seeing it on a movie screen, TV screen or 
printed page. That process starts when the translation 
from mind to form begins. We have to make sure things 
look good both spatially and temporally within the con
fines of a 4x3 or letter-box view frame. We have to 
ensure that our objects/actors appear to move naturally 
in virtual space (they are only electrons, after all). Even 
the dancing gas pumps and credit cards have to look 
"natural ," and move with believable displacements for 
the amount of time we view them. 

And there is the "other" space and time demanding 
an animator's attention: "How long is this gonna take 
to render?" and "Do I have enough [insert electronic 
media of choice I to store/archive these frames?" After 
all, you don 't want to lose the frames of the anima
tion-essentially your generation 0 master-until the 
program airs, the customer pays you, your production 
is done, your master survived the duplicating process, 
and all the duplicates m'e ready to ship. 

We may spend a great deal of time and energy wor
rying about rendering time and media space, but 
because we are so saturated with 3D thinking, we often 
overlook 20 cheats that can save a bunch of time. Nil' 
lIermoni 's "Flying Through Canyons" article (LfCHT
WAVEPRO, January 1995) reminded me of a similar 
project I did over a year ago. My approach, however, 
used 20 animation , combined with a feature of 
LightWave I have heard some people call a "quirk," in 
order to get around my inability to quickly model and 
paint a realistic "impressive landscape." 

Stuck in 3D 
The concept for the project was that a Remotely 

Piloted Vehicle (RPV) had to appear on screen in a 
form that suggested an engineering wireframe drawing. 
Then it had to materialize into its "finished form" in 
mid-flight through an impressive landscape. The RPV, 
bv the way, was a small helicopter with a video camera 
mounted on for remote viewing/taping operations. 
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The RPV was going to be fairly easy to build since it 
was a mecluUlical object with many standard geometric 
shapes-things like cylinders, rectangular solids, and 
tubes with bends in them. Luckily, LightWave had just 
shipped with spline patches, so complex fuselage 
curves were easy to form. The landscape, at first , 
appeared to be mlOther matter. 

Stuck in my 3D mode, ! thought about large spline 
patches, displacement maps ... ! probably played with at 
least four different ideas for generating this landscape. 
Meanwhile, the nervousness factor went up with each 
idea deemed impossible within the allotted time and 
budget. I was so entrenched in the 3D mindset that, for 
two days, I had the mlS\ver staring me right in the eyes 
and I didn 't see it. 

Rocket Science to the Rescue 
One idea! tried used Scenety Animator to create a 

landscape OEM that I would convert to a LightWave 
object using Interchange. That part worked great. I 
had a wonderful spline patch of the Grand C~U1yon. All 
I had to do was to surface it to look like a real land
scape in lightWave mld then fly the R1'V through it. I 
tried planar mapping expanded versions of Scenery 
Animator's map image of the landscape after snapping 
it from the Scenety An imator control screen. I tried 
building a convincing texUlre map in Brilli~Ulce. I tried 
selecting polygons in the mesh and applying different 
textures for water, sand ~lIld vegetation. All of which 
looked like what a dog leaves near hydrants. 

Then it hit me. I remembered from back in my 
rocket scientist days that all those wonderful six
degree-or-freedom Link simulators for the space shut
tle and other high-performance aircraft just gyrate 
around in front of a movie! At the same time, ! remem
bered the little "quirk" in LightWave that, at the time I 
discovered it, I thought was a restriction instead of a 
useful feature. 

The Immovable-Movable 
Background 

If you load an image into a UghtWave scene to use 
as a background image, tile image is always dead-center 
in front of, and perfectly square in relation to, the cam-

By Wayne Cole 

era view, no matter where you point the camera. So the 
solution to my landscape problem becanle quite simple: 
use a Scenery Ani mator sequence as a LightWave back
ground image sequence, then Wiggle the RPV around in 
front of this mlimated background to mimic appropriate 
flight attitudes, just like the simulators do. 

One of the benefits of choosing tllis method is that 
the final lightWave animation rendered faster than it 
would have if a real 3D landscape had been used 
instead. All lightWave had to do was plonk an image 
from the background linage sequence in the yon plane 
(see "Rendering Algorithms Part 1: The TheolY of Z
buffers," L1CHTWAVEPRO,Jmmaty 1995) , then render 
a single object-the RPV. 

Wh il e making the Canyon Clip I used Scenery 
Animator 4.0 to generate a landscape movie. This 
process will work with any other scenety generation 
tool, like Vista Pro or World Construction Set, as long 
as it results in the abil ity to save individual RGB images 
to be used for the background sequence. In ScenelY 
Animator I chose to use a OEM for a real-life place 
rather than using a fractal-based imaginaty landscape. 
I picked the Grand Canyon. (Well, the requirement 
was an impressive locale.) 
• In Scenery Animator's Project menu, load a OEM 

file to define the landscape through which you wish 
to fly. Then, using the various buttons on the main 
screen, set up the attributes that Scenety Animator 
uses to "paint" the Imldscape (Figure I). 
You can control tllings like the minimum elevations 

Figure 1: Scenery Animator Main Screen 



at which snow ruld rock apperu' and the maximum ele
vation at which vegetation apperu·s. There is a button to 
bring up a Sky Control panel, where you can define the 
cloud parameters for your particulru' scene. Water and 
tree characteristics are also definable. Finally, the direc
tion and horizon angle for the sun must be entered. 

Make a conscious and intelligent decision about 
light direction. Remember, you will wrult the lighting to 
favor the 3D object while creating enough landscape 
shadows to contribute to the feeling of depth. So avoid 
things like full backlighting unless you really wrull a sil
houette scene. Above all , note the angle of the light in 
the landscape scene, because you need to be sure that 
the LightWave scene lighting will be consistent. If the 
landscape shadows go one way ~md the 3D object shad
ows go another, your unal product will not look right. 
• The next step in constructing a realisti c- looking 

landscape involves defining colors to be used for 
water, rock so il , sky and vegetati on. In Scenery 
Animator, you can control all these characteristics 
fro m the contro l panel that comes up when the 
Screen button on the main control prulel is select· 
ed. You have fuB fl exibility to make the colors as 
real or surreal as you Wrult. 
Exercise care in selecting colors in rulY RGB- based 

program , since your ul timate output will most likely 
becom e, at some pOint , composite vid eo . Do not 
choose extremely saturated blues, greens, reds or 
whites unless you do not care about chroma crawl and 
exceeding "legal" NTSC color values. Even with careful 
color selection, it doesn 't hurt to run the fnunes pro
duced with your lruldscape generator through ADPro's 
(or another image-processing package's) Broadcast 
Limit filter just to be sure. 
• Now that the lruldscape is characterized, set up the 

night path of the camera through the landscape. In 
Scenery Animator, for example, the Map button on 
the main screen takes you to the camera control 
panel (Figure 2). The program offers a map of the 
landscape showing the camera location and its fi eld 
of view within the area defin ed by the loaded DEM 
landscape. There are buttons to control yo ur view 
of the map on this panel, as we ll as requesters 
where you enter the camera location, attitude and 
lens values. You also set the keyframes for camera 
motion ~U1d lens focal length. After you have defined 
the camera motion and are satisfi ed with it based 
on previews run from Scenery Animator's main 
screen, it's time to generate the movie in front of 
which your object will appear to fl y. 

• At this point, from Scenery Animator's Anim Mode 
menu, save the animation as IFF24 frames. These 
fra mes will forl11 th e im age sequ ence for th e 
LightWave animat ion background movie. Though 

Figure 2: Scenery Animator map screen 

Figure 3: Layout showing a wireframe of frame 50 with 
background image. 

the description sounds long, the entire process 
took me approximately two hours as a first-time 
user of Scenery Animator, and I suspect the time 
would be about the srune to set up the same anima
tion within other landscape generation packages. 
Different packages have different standards for 

naming frames of an animation , and LightWave is no 
exception. Whatever landscape generator yo u use, 
you'll need to be sure that you label the frrunes it gen
erates in LightWave-compatible form before loading 
them into LightWave. Th e landscape image names 
should look li ke "Fly'l'hruxll,\," where "xxx" is a three
digit number matching the lightWave ani mation franle 
in whi ch yo u wish to have that specific landscape 
image used as a background. Note that all the images 
in the sequence should also be in the same directOly. 

T he Flight Pla n 
Now comes the fun part (Le., the LightWave part): 

• Load the flying ship object that you've so painstak
ingly modeled (or so p~tinless ly li fted frol11 a com
mercial or public dom~tin object set) in to Layout. 

• Cli ck on th e Load Sequence button (I mages 
panel) , and when the fil e requ ester co mes up, 
select one of the images from the generated land
scape fly-by. Be sure to delete the numeric portion 
of the image name, because Layo ut will automati
cally append the number of the frame it is currently 
rendering to th e image name yo u enter in thi s 
requ ester when it loo ks fo r an image in th e 
sequence to place in the background. 

• To tell lightWave to do just that- use the sequence 
for a background-select th e seq uence in the 
Effects panel's Background Image pop-up 
requester. Now you are ready to begin setting up 
the motions of the object, light and camera. 

• From the Options panel, select the Show BG 
Image button. As yo u advance and reverse the 
frrunes using the Current Frame slider, arrow but
tons or requester, you will see a "pencil sketch" 
version of the background image (like that shown 
in Figure 3) change to the one that matches the 
franle currently deSignated in the frame requester. 

• Use the Move and Rotate tools with your object 
selected 10 position it appropriately fo r the particular 
background image. You can even use a wireframe 
preview to check the motion of the object in front of 
a pencil-sketch version of your background movie. 

• Anoth er tim e-saving preview tri ck availabl e in 
LightWave 3.5 and greater involves the ability to save 
and load wireframe previews. Use an empty scene 
with only the background image loaded and Show 
BG Image (Options panel) enabled. Select the 

Preview pop-up and make a Bounding Box pre
view of this scene- essentially, the pencil-sketch 
version of your movie. Now, u'om the Preview but
ton pop-up, save your wireframe preview. 

• Go to th e Options panel again and enable the 
Preview button for tlle Layout Background. You'll 
und the Ulyout screen 's Current Frmne slider is much 
more responsive as you move from fnU1le to franlC. If, 
after looking at a preview \vi tll tlle object(s) in it, you 
don't like tlle object motion, simply reload the back
ground-only preview, reposition your objects and 
make ~Illother preview. Then save the preview ag~tin if 
you have more objects to load and pOSition. 

• You Gill repeat tllis operation for each object in tlle 
scene. If the scene has many objects that require criti
cal positioning with respect to the background, this 
method saves a lot of time in laying out the scene. 
When positi oning the obj ect, remember that the 

scenery tilts and moves for th e camera's apparent 
motion. So if yo ur camera is set up like a chas ing 
plane's view, be sure to have your object lead the cam
era th rough a motion. For exanlple, if the background 
sequence does a sharp tilt to the left , it indicates the 
camera-er, chaSing plane-iS banking hard right. 
Assuming it is fo ll OWing the nying object, that object 
should have entered its hard right bank before the 
chase plane. It may even have started its roll-out by the 
time the chase plane starts its brulk into the turn. 

Light pOSitioning is also imporlllllt. In the turn above, 
the ~Illgl e at which the light lti ts the object must cluUlge by 
tlle same degree of turn your background movie indicates 
tlle flight path took. You have the option of moving the 
light or p~u'enting the Gunem to the object, keeping the 
light stationary ~Uld ralllting the object through the turn. 
Remember, no matter how the cmnera moves, tlle back
ground image will stay directly in front of it. So, to get the 
realism of the chase, move the GUllenl toward ~Uld away, 
side to side ~Uld up ruld down in relation to the object. 

If you made similar perturbations to the camera's 
position within the landscape generator animation , you 
now get the feel of real flight, with altitude, attitude and 
heading changes. And it looks like you are actually fol 
lowing the nying object rather than being rigidly- and 
unrealistically-attached to it. You don't even have to 
remember all the li ttle zigs and zags you put into the 
landscape generator animation. Simply coordinate the 
LightWave camera motion and object motion to the 
major direction changes in the landscape animation . 

Well , that's it! Just set the fram e count for the ani
mation and start the rendering. You'll be surprised 
how fast it goes with a background image sequence 
landscape instead of a real 3D landscape. See the color 
pages fo r an idea of what the result looks like. 

The Cons 
Are there drawbacks to this method? Of course. 

Your obj ect can 't cast shadows on the landscape. But 
by proper management of light direction and camera 
angles, those shadows, if they existed, wo uld not be 
visible anyhow. Another potential disadvantage is that 
the obj ect can't fl y behind an element of the land -

see Tearing Through Canyons, page 17 
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gUghtWaveS kle! 
A Particle Animation Lesson 

LightWave has always had the ability to do realis
tic animations. With versions 3.0 and 3.1 we 

were introduced to advanced features li ke Lens Flares 
and Displacement Mapping. With version 3.5 we've 
gained Metaform. Yet even with the upcoming 4.0 ver
sion , thi s program still lacks something-Particle 
Animation. This is where MetroGralX's Sparks comes 
in. [n this tutorial we will focus on two effects from the 
popular television se ri es Ba~)'lolI 5: Explosions and 
Water Fountains. 

Setting Up 
The software [ am using is LightWave 3.5 and 

Sparks 2. 174. This is important because this version of 
Sparks has several bugs in it (caU MetroGralX for an 
upgrade), and I want to make sure everything you do 
comes out the same way I did it, regardless of these 
glitches. I'll assume that you have had some previous 
experience with both programs, so if you have trouble 
keeping up, refer to your manuals. 

To get started, we need some base objects: one sin
gle-point polygon for our water fountain project (name 
it FountainParticle. lwob), a spaceship to explode (a 
good one wo uld be the spacefighter object that comes 
with LightWave) , a particle cloud for the explosion and 
a fountain object 10 put our fountain in . 

Pyromania 
We'll start with the 85 explosion. 

• Go into Modeler and Load (Objects panel) in yo ur 
spaceship. Run th e Macro (O bjects panel) 
Fragment.lwm (This macro comes with Sparks). For 
input values, see Figure I. You might be wondering 
why I chose such a low I1umber of subdivisions. You 
must remember that each ~Lxis of subdivision gets 
multiplied by the other two axes, for a total of 64 ill 
our example. (We get 25 because that was the prox
imi ty where the spacefighter was when the macro 
did the Boolean operations.) Another thing abo ut 
our settings-Fragment ordering doesn't mind if 
you have Random ordering selected (like we do). 

• The base name for the fragment objects is SF
Fragments. Aftcr running the macro you should end up 
I\~th 25 objects (i f vou are using the spaccfighter). Load 
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Figure 1: The BreakUp macro used to slice up your object. 

Sparks and enter the appropriate values fo r each of 
Sparks' fie lds. For Particle Quantity enter 25 (or 
any oth er number yo u get afte r runnin g the 
macro). For Start Position enter 0 for all axes. For 
Veloci ty (m/sec) enter 12. For % Velocity Variation 
enter 30. For Ground Plane enter -500. We are 
putting such a high and negative number for this 
field because we don 't want our particles (the ship 
fragments) to co llide with the "G round ." For 
Gravity (m/sec') clear whatever entry is on there 
and leave it empty. 

• Next we must fix our Set Angles. This requester is 
used to input the directions in which we W~Ull our 
paJticles to go. For the purposes of this tutorial the 
paJ'ticles should move in a spherical manner. [n the 
PilUl View (Set Angle) set lIeading to 0 ~Uld 360 for 

2!:J$l~ .. t I!OC"d ...J.1..tcl.j_~ 

..JCI ....... ~.hqf ....... 
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by Enrique Munoz 

Spread. In the Front View (Set Angle) set Angle to 0 
and Spread to [80. Set the Start and End Frame 10 30 
and 90, respectively. (We chose 30 for our first 
frame so you CaJI have some lime to fly your ship 
before it explodes.) After all this t)1)ing and tweaking 
your screen should look something like Figure 2. 

• Under the Control menu select No Move. Under the 
Scene menu choose Select Object. Click on the but
ton labeled Add and a file requester will come up. 
Select the directory where yo ur object fil es were 
saved and while holding down the shift key select 
each object and press OK. Select the button labeled 
Align to Path. lIere's the tricky part. We are go ing 
to set mathematical equations for our Rotat ion 
Evaluations. Under the Evaluate II , P and B fi elds 
enter the following: 

Evaluate II .......... h Ii I + I 0 
Evaluate P .......... p Iii + 10 

Evaluate B .. ........ b I II + 10 

Figure 3: Spark 's Select Objects requester showing the 
mathematical equations for our rotating ship fragments 

Yo ur scrccn should look like Figurc 3. Close this 
window. Under the Scene menu choose Save Scene. 
Save your scene in the directory of your choice and 
name it BSExplosion.scn. 

• One other thing we must do to our setup is parent it 
to a null object, which will help us keep all the ele
ments of our explosion (like lens flares, particle 
clouds , etc.) together when we go back into 
I.ightWave. Do this by selecting Parent Object from 



the Scene menu. The last thing to do under this 
menu is select the Parti cle Size; in this case, select 
Medium. Now hit Start, ~md after a couple of min
utes, load your scene into lightWave. You might want 
to set up fade envelopes for the objects. They weren 't 
set up within Spm'ks because I usually cut to another 
scene after exploding a ship (for more drmna). 

• The final elements to add are lens flares, particle 
clouds, ~Uld surfacing of the inner geometlY of the 
ship and the particle cloud. Use a dark red fractal 
noise texture to make the inner geometlY look like 
burnt metal. I will leave the setup of the lens Dares 
and particle clouds to you since I know different 
animators have their own look and taste for explo
sions. (For more information on explosions, check 
out past issues of L IVPRO.) Select a good camera 
position ~Uld watch the magic. Wow! 

Getting Wet 
This next tutorial involves building a pretty com

plicated fountain. Luckily, I've made it as simple as 
possible. 
• First of all , if you 're proceeding straight from the 

other tutorial , you might want to select New from 
the Proj ect menu so that we start out with no 
defau lt settings selected. Go to the Set Angles 
requester and in the Plan View set Heading to 0 
and 360 for Spread. In the Front View (Set Angle) 
set Angle to 86.5 and Spread to 6. Adjust the Start 
and End Frames to 1 and 180, respectively. Set 
End Behavior to Recycle. Set your particle quantity 
to 180. 

• Click on the Effects button, which will bring up a 
requester. Even though there m'e a lot of options 
here, the only thing we have to concern ourselves 
with is Bounce Probability. Set this field to 5%. 
Click on Accept. 

• Under Rate And Tracking select Birthrate on and 
input 3. For Velocity (Ill/sec) input 3. Type 20 for 
the % Velocity Variation field. For the Ground 
Plane input 1.1. For Gravity (m/sec') input 4. 
Finally, click on the Position button and type 1.45 
on the Y axis. Leave the other two axes (X and Z) 
at O. Your screen should look something like 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4: The Sparks interface with our central spout 
settings. 

• Under the Control menu select No Move. Under 
the Scene menu choose Select Object. Click on 
the button labeled Add and a file requester will 
come up. Enter the directory where your object, 
FountainParticle.lwob, is located and select it. 
Close this window, select Save Scene (under the 
same menu) and save the scene in a directory 
with the name Central Spout. scn. Don't forget to 
parent your particles to a null object and select a 
size for them (preferably medium). 
The weird thing about doing some particle anima

tions in lightWave is that when you try to recycle par
ticles, you get this long streak when they go back to 
their starting positions. {Erlior's note: This is due to 
a bug in LighllVave when using Particle Blur and 
repealing particle motiolls.] The way to remedy this 
is to set up a fade envelope so that the particles are 
dissolved at the point where they are going back to 
their starting pOSitions. Follow these steps: 
• In Sparks , select Setup Fade under the Scene 

menu. This will bring up a requester. For the 
Active and Inactive Value we want to input 0% and 
100% dissolve, respectively. We only want one 
frame for Fade In and Out Duration. The last 
thing is End Offset, which corresponds to our 
Birthrate. Since our Birthrate is three per frame, 
we input the same amount for End Offset. 
That takes care of one part of our fountain . Now 

for the other part-the side angle spouts. Again , we 
must start from scratch to make sure that th ere 
aren 't any variables we didn 't consider. 
• Go to the Set Angles requester and in the Plan 

View set Heading to 0 and Spread to 5. In the 
Front View (Set Angle) set Angle to 65 and Spread 
to 5. Set the Start and End Frames to I and 180, 
respectively. Ad just End Behavior to Recycle. Set 
your pal·ticle quantity to 120. 

• Under Rate and Tracking options select Birthrate 
on and input 3. For Velocity (m/sec) input 3. 
Type 20 for the % Velocity Variation fielcl. For the 
Ground Plane input 0.2. For Gravity (m/sec2) 
input 7. Next, click on the Posit ion bUllon and 
type 1.45 on the Y axis. Leave the other two axes 
(X and Z) at O. Set your End Behavior to Recycle. 
Now go to the Effects requester and input 5 for 
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Figure 5: The Sparks interface with our side angle spout 
settings. 

the Bounce Probability. Leave everything else at 
its default and click on Accep t. Your screen 
should now look li ke Figure 5. 

• The last thing we have to do to our setup is select 
No Move from the Control menu. Under the Scene 
menu select your object, FountainParticle. lwob, 
with the Select Object option . Save your scene in 
the directory of your choice with th e name 
SideAngleSpoul.scn. Again, we are go ing to want 
fade envelopes for our particles so that we don 't 
get that long streak when we recycle them (use 
the same selli ngs as our previous example). The 
next thing on the agenda is to set our Particle 
Size. Set this to anything you want, but I recom
mend Medium. 

Putting It All Together 
The only thing we have to do now is put the scenes 

that we created in Sparks together. 
First, select Add Null Object and load in the 
scene Central Spout.scn. From the Objects panel 
select Load from Scene and load Side Angle 
Spoul.scn. Do this last procedure three more times 
and rotate each corresponding null object (the 
parent to our particles) a multiple of 90 degrees, 
while parenting them to the first null object. Next, 
load in your surrounding objects (like yo ur foun
tain model, and maybe something like a park sur
rounding objects) , set your correct lighting, and 
BAM!-a prelly killer scene. 

Pitfalls 
The main problem that might arise during these 

tutorials is memorv limitations, RAM- and hard drive
wise. II took 9MB of hard drive space to save the com
pleted scene file with all five of our scenes together 
(one of our central spout scene and four of our side 
angle spout). You shou ld be running yo ur machine 
with at least 18MB of RAM (what LightWave profeSSion
al doesn 't?) or else you won 't be able to render it out. 

You might be wondering why we went through this 
whole process for the explosion when there are other 
programs that will do this for you (like PowerMacros). 
The only problem with these utilities is that you don 't 
get all of the various options that Sparks provides. An 
eXlunple of this is if you want your explosion parts to 
be affected by factors such as wind and gravity. 

In any case, I've included the Sparks setups for the 
Fountain and Explosion (for you lazy folks or people 
wilhout the lime to follow this article) on the LIVPRO 
disk so that all you have to do is select Load Project 
from the Project menu. 

Ellrique iI1uiioz spellds his lime listening to the 
all-time greatest balld, Pearl jalll, while he works 
Oil vari01ls television commercials (alld hopefllily 
01/ em 1IjJcomil1gfeature film project) as the senior 
animator for Digital tmaging, based ill Ontario, 
Calif 
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Have Starlield, 
Will Travel 
Anybody out there still relying on the "Random 

Stars" object for their space scenes? If so, 
you need help. Dr. Starfield to the rescue! I 

me~Ul, really, we've all seen them-shining exmnples 
of rich, cinematic starfields in movies such as Star 
Wars , Star Trek (all seven), mld more. I'leck, even the 
Universal logo background looks pretty impressive! In 
the vacuum of space, there's not much standing in the 
way of you and the glorious bounty of millions of visi
ble stars. Here then , let the Doctor fill the required 
prescription for respectable starfields: caffeine, 
LightWave, good tunes ~Uld ... more caffeine. 

What Are Particles Again? 
Just in case you 've recently been revived from a 

successful cryogenics experiment , the basis of 
starfields in LightWave involves the use of particles, or 
more specifically, single-point polygons. This special 
type of polygon has the characteristic of being com
pletely dimensionless, which causes it to uniformly 
render at the same screen size regardless of its dis
tance from the camera. Created by converting a point 
into a polygon, particles possess all the surfacing capa
bilities of polygons, but because of the dimensionless 
nature of pOints, contain none of the spatial properties 
of polygons. Incidentally, two-point polygons, or lines, 
behave Similarly as particles, except lines have a sec
ond dimension. Since version 3.5 of LightWave, users 
have been able to control the rendered screen size of 
both particles and lines: small, medium or large. This 
means that each particle renders as one pixel, a 3x3 
pixel array or a 5x5 pixel array, respectively (Similarly, 
lines are drawn as one, three or five pixels thick). This 
abil ity to control the size of rendered particles will play 
an important role later on in our en deavor for 
enhanced realism. 

A Starfield of Dreams 
OK, so now you 're ready to get serious. You 're in 

Modeler mld you're wondeling how mmly licks does it 

take to reach the center of a TootsiePop-uhh, I meml, 
how mmly particles does it take to make a convincing 
starfield? Well, since we' ll be constructing a fully func
tional , spherical shu'field to be used in scenes where 
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Gunera movement is quite dynmnic (a lot of pruming, 
tilting and warping), I've found that approximately 
57,000 is the minimum for a nice plenteous look. (A 
dense starfield is one thing; we'll see later that a resplen
dent starfi eld takes multiple objects and surfaces.) 
However, you must consider your memOlY situation. On 
lUl 18MB TZOOO, tllis mrulY particles uses about 75 per
cent of the available space, leaving only enough room 
for about lUlother 20,000 polygons for a successful ren
der. You elUl reduce the aIllount of plu'licles needed if 
you 're camera doesn 't prul Illuch by sliCing the starfield 
in half ruld discarding all the particles bellind the crun
era. Or parent tllOse remaining particles to a Null ruld 
use the camera's motion file for the Null's Illation file. 
Consider this option as well: If you do have enough 
RAM, you Cllil again slice the field in half, but this time 
take those pruticles lUld add tllem to the rem~tining par
ticles (rotate 180 degrees) in front of the crunera, there
by increasing the starfield 's density twofold. 

With llil idea of how many particles you cml com
fortably get away with on your machine, there's just 
one more thing to co nsider before we create the 
starfield: its size. Agai n, consider what the camera's 
motion will be. If it's warping through space, yo u 
might want to size the starfield as large lL~ possible to 
reduce the apparent motion of the more distant stars. 
Otherwise, if the starfield is too small , all stars will 
show motion, destroying the illusion of the galaxy's 
expansiveness, and in no time you'll be at the Outer 
Rim with no stars in sight (we'll cover special star 
columns for warping a little later). On the other hand, 
if the camera merely needs to pan or remain static, 
pivoting motion won't divulge the stars' actual distrulce 
from the viewer. Therefore, keep these points in mind 
when using the appropriate particle-creating macro. 
IAt press time, I'm still working on "Starfield.lwm," a 
starfieldJparticle macro that is much faster and more 
appropriate for our purpose than the "Point 
Distributions" macro. Look for it on a future LlGHT
WA VEPRO disk. ] 
• For now, enter Modeler, select New (N, Objects 

menu) llild use the "Point Distributions" macro to 
create 10,000 particles. Set Falloff Towards to 
"Center" and Densi ty Distribution to "Constant," 

by William Frawley 

leavi ng everything else at th eir defaults. Thi s 
process could take about 10 minutes, but once it's 
done, these particles will serve as "seeds" for 
building most of our starfield. Enter Polygon selec
tion mode (space bar) and rename the Surface (q, 
Polygon menu) to "Stars 1" or something similar. 
Export this first object to Layout, saving it with 
some name like "Starsl.lOK" where the 10K sign i
fies that this object is made up of I 0,000 particles. 

• Now COIJY (c) these particles, enter laye r 2 (2) 
rulCl Paste (v). Next we need to randomly shift the 
positions of the particles so they don't overlap with 
those in layer 1. Because the radius is only I m 
(suitable for our purpose), Jitter (J , Tools menu) 
the points of the object by .1 m (5-10 percent of 
the radius) on all axes (Figure I). Rename the sur
face (q) for these particles "Stars 2" and again 
Export to Layout with a name of "Stars2.l0K." 

Figure 1: To avoid having to create any more particles 
than necessary with the "Point Distributions" macro, 
construct a percentage of the total number, then copy 
this object to other layers. Use the Jitter tool to random
ize the locations of the cloned particles. 

• Repeat this procedure three more times so that 
there are I 0,000 particles in each of the first five 
layers, each with di stinctive surface names and 
saved as separate objects. 

• Now enter layer 6, and again use the "Point 
Distributions" macro to create 5,000 more parti
cles (same parameters as before). Rename thi s 
surface "Stars 6" and Export/Save as "Stars6.5K." 



• For the last step, enter layer 7 and create 1,000 
particl es, rename the surface "Stars 7" and 
Export/Save as "Stars7.lK." 

• Enter Layout, shut down Modeler and Reset the 
camera to the origin. Create a keyframe (Return) 
for the camera in its new position. Since we con
structed multiple star objects earUer, we can now 
assign each group of particles a different particle 
size to give the starfield the appearance of depth. 
Without this feature, each star looks as though it 
was at the same distance as its neighbor. Pretty 
boring, eh? Therefore, make the ParticlelLine Size 
(Objects panel) of Star objects I to 4 "small ," that 
of Star objects 5 and 6 "medium," and that of Star 
obj ect 7 "large." Since each particle won 't be 
affected by a Ught source, you GUl save some ren
dering time by turning off each star object's "Self 
Shadow," "Cast Shadow" and "Receive Shadow" 
options. 

• [n the Surfaces panel, set each object's surface 
Luminosity to 100% and Diffuse Level to 0%. 
Change the color of each surface to include some 
ye ll ow, blu e and red va ri eties. By varying th e 
Surface Color and Luminosity of each surface, you 
can fin e-tune the subtleties of the starfield to sui t 
your particular taste. 

• Next, turn Ambient Intensity (Lights panel) and 
Light Intensity to 0% and make sure to set the 
Antialiasing (Camera panel) to at least Low. 
Before yo u do th e tes t render, do a Save All 
Objects (Objects panel) to record the surface set
tings and then Save Scene (Scene panel). 
From now on you can load this st~u'fi eld into any of 

your space pro jects by doing a velY handy Load From 
Scene (Objects panel). With that business out of the 
way, try a test render and compare it with the Actual 
Stars object (Figure 2) . 

To increase the richness of the field even more, try 
further subdividing each object into multiple surfaces 
back in Modeler. I'm sure you can figure out how to 
do this simple task. You'd then have multiple particle 
sizes with multiple surface attributes. The Milky Way 
never looked so good. 

Figure 2: With a little effort, you can overcome the 
"girlie-starfield" syndrome. On the left is the Actual 
Stars object (=d 500 particles); on the right could be 
your own 56K (memory permitting) award-winning 
starfield. 

Yes, My Sun 
A good starfield wouldn 't be worth its weight in 

hydrogen if it didn 't have some local stars asserting 
their presence in your scene. This is where lens flares 
really shine (pun intended). Depending on how you 
IVant a local star to look, you'll wwll to use at least two 
flares for the actual star and another for any associated 
glare or lens spikes (star filter) . For example, Figure 3 
shows the settings I used for each of the Seven Sisters 
shown in the color image "Pleiades. " 

For each nearby sun, I used three flares. One was 
used as a faint blue flare WId to produce lens spiking 
using the Star Filter option (Flare Options panel). 
The other two flares were colored white and used to 
produce the actual star. By combining two or more 
flares with similar attributes, the edges of the central 
hotspot will be more pronounced and the overall glare 
surrounding the lens flare wiu be reduced. Next, in 
order to VaIY the apparent size of each star, I lIsed the 
Fade With Distance option so [ wouldn 't have to con-

Figure 3: Three lens flares were used for each of the 
Pleiades suns in the related color photo. Shown are the set
tings used for one blue lens flare acting as the flare and 
lens spike element. The other two identical white flares 
were used as the basis for the sharply defined star element. 

cern myself with each flares intensity. Simply set a 
Nominal Distance, parent all the flares for each star to a 
null object, ~Uld move the null to the desired (Ust~U1ce. 

For a really cool effect, if you happen to be wlimating 
th e scene (I do a lot of still im ages), lise Grant 
Boucher's "RlUIClom Envelope Generator" macro to cre
ate ~U1 envelope for each flare 's intensity chlU1I1e!. This 
will give each local star its own pulsating look (Hint: 
Keep the envelope peaks fairly moderate) . 

In "Pleiades" I added a little extra eye candy in the 
form of dust clouds surrounding various members of 
the open cluster. Using Op~tlPaint (or ~Uly good 24-bit 
paint appUcation) , I simply painted a series of images 
lIsing a combination of airbrush WId watercolor tools to 

blend the blue into the black background and vice 
versa. After saving the color version of each image, I 
converted each one into a grayscale negative, making 
sure to boost the blue channel considerably more thaIl 
the red or green in order to heighten the contrast 
between the dust lUld the background. Tlus step ensures 
that, when appUed as a Transparency texture map, the 
blue region (now represented by black in tlle negative) 
will be fairly opaque; hence, more visible (Figure 4) . 

Figure 4: A good 24-bit point program makes adding 
subtle details to your scene easy. in this case, the color 
(shown in black and white) image on the left was tex
ture-mopped to a plane for the dust cloud's color, and 
then converted to a grayscale negative for the trans
parency texture mop (right). 

Ahead, Warp Factor 9 
So now you want to warp, do ya? "I'm givin ' it all 

she's got Captain! I can't give any morrrrrrrre!" WeB, jf 
YOll plwl on testing the lim its of yo ur inertial dampen
ing system, a different ki nd of starfield-a kinder, gen
tler starfield- is required. For straight-allead warping 
through space, it 's best to const ru ct a columnar
shaped st~u'fi eld ; a tunnel [uU of stars, more or less. To 
preclude excessive redundancy on creating a warp col
umn, I refer you to Mojo's excellent treatment of this 
subj ect in hi s articl e "S imple Space Stuff: Part [" 
(LIGHllVAVEPRO, August 1994) . 

Once you understand this concept for creating a 
nice warp column (don 't forget to use Particle Blur, in 
the Camera panel), let me take it one step further by 

Figure 5: To get that DS9-end-credit look, more accurately 
reflecting the principle of parallax, the camera travels 
through on elongated star column, which is in turn sur
rounded by a much larger spherical shell of particles. (The 
Spherize macro was used on a Point Distributions-created 
starfield.) This gives the illusion of extremely distant stars 
in the background as the closer ones warp by. 

see Have Starfield, Will Travel, page 17 
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Digital 
Cinematography 
For quite a few columns now, I've focused on 

showing you how to re-create real-world lighting 
in LightWave. Though we have worked in general 

terms, the actual fact is that producing a realistic effect 
relies on much more than convincing lighting. A poorly 
modeled object or low-resolution textures can detract 
so much that even the best lighting will never look in 
the least genuine. At Amblin Imaging, the world of CG I 
effects is usually limited to the realm of the fantastic. 
Effects on seaQuest, though theoreticaUy re-creating an 
environment we have alJ seen before, underwater, take 
a stylistic approach to this world. In truth , at the depth 
the submarines move, you would never see much more 
than the glow of lights within in ky blackness. So authen
ticity is stretched for the sake of exposure and broad
elL~t requirements. Yet, as we began work on the pilot 
of SIal' Trek: Voyager, we quickly came to reali ze that 
the stylistic would no longer apply. We were now deal
ing in a much more realistic world. 

I know you're saying, "Realistic? It 's in space, for 
clying out loud!" But space or not, SIal' 1)'ek has exist
ed for many years under conventions and practices 
people have become quite comfortable with. Though it 
may seem the wave of the future, and the most logical 
direction to take, CGI has been relatively non-existent in 
the Trek realm. Except for a few rare effects, this uni
verse has existed solely in phys ical or dimensional 
models. Yet the future could not be held back, and 
Paramount (in vely large part due to David Stipes, one 
of V~)'ager 's effects supervisors and a lightWave fan) 
commissioned Amblin Imaging to create a computer
generated Voyager model to compl ement the new 
dimensional model. In the early plan, the CGI model 
was intended for extremely limited use, in cases where 
the motion-cont ro l rig was busy or specific shots when 
the Voyager was required to tumble or appear out of 
control (a motion-control nightmare) . At the start of 
effects production, only two Voyager shots fo r the pilot 
were commissioned as CGI shots. 

The Mot ion-Control W ay 
As many of you may already know, motion-control 

rigs have been utilized for years to produce effects shots 
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ranging from the battles in Star IVaI'S to E.1'. riding 
across the moon. The basic process is quite simple, 
though limiting: The model is connected to a rod that 
SUPPOl1S it suspended in the air. The canlera moves on a 
motori zed, computer-controlled rig. By programming 
the camera to move past the ship, the illusion of the ship 
flying by camera is created. But there are inherent prob
lems in this simple process. 

First, since the camera is connected to a cnUle or 
boom arm, it cannot move around the object completely 
without seeing its own suppOl1 system. The :Ulswer to this 
problem was to move the model in S)~IC with the camera, 
allOWing for additional, yet still limited, b:U1k.ing or other 
movement. 

Second, to support the ship, a rod is co nnected 
somewhere on the Ship. Though the mount C:Ul connect 
in several places on the model, it is nonetheless immov
able during shooting. In addition, though the mount is 
painted to fade into the background, if the camera moves 
into a position in which the mount is in front of the 
model, the finished shot will show a hole in the model, in 
the shape of the rod, as it "punches" through the image. 
Thus, regardless of the mobility of C:U1lera and model, a 
motion-control rig elm never truly move in a 360-degree 
path around its object. 

Third, Ule models are commonly shot against black, 
with backgrounds matted in later. Most moderately 
det:tiled models must be in Ule four- to sLx-foot size range. 
Unless Ule motion-control lig is extremely large, :U1d ule 
background very wide, it is ne:u'ly impossible to make a 
model of this size appear tiny in frame. Shots of a ship 
rececUng in Ule dist:mce :lI'e difficult, :md when required, 
are often post-production tlicks. 

FOUI1h, since Ule lig is computer-controlled :md highly 
accurate in its programmed move, it does not move at 
actu:~ re:~-time speed. Avel~lging one frwne per second, 
the c:llnera moves slowly over ule model, regardless of tile 
speed of the final shot. If the ship werc to pass over c:lln
e"l velY fast, Ule c:unera would stillmovc at one (nune per 
second to photogl~lph the shot, :md compensate by mov
ing a greater dist:lllCe per ft~une. Motion blur, the sme:u'
ing effect :lI1 object has on film as it speeds by C:llnera, 
must be appUed in post-production :md lacks realism. 

by John F. K. Parenteau 

Of course, motion-control operators will point out 
that all the problems above can be worked out, and in 
truth, they are right. The corrections, however, take 
time :lIld money. In the realm of CGI , these "problems" 
don't even enter the equation. Since the model exists in 
a 3D space within the computer, we can move it as (:u' 
away as necess:uy, spin it , tilt it or fly around it. Motion 
blur is simply a button, and with the right amount of 
rendering power, just a few more minutes per fram e. 
As we proceed into th e first season of Star Trek: 
V~)lager, these facts are becoming increasingly evident 
to the producers and the special effects staff. Though 
the model is still a major part of effects production, the 
world of CGI is slowly but surely becoming :lI1 impor
tant part of the show. 

The CGI Way 
No, it isn't that easy. No matter how much we aU feel 

CG I is the answer, it is still a complex and difficult 
process at times. Several people (including David Jones, 
Bruce Hall , John Gross, Tony Stutterheim and Eric 
Barba) spent many weeks completely re-creating the 
physical model (wbat SIal' 'lI -ek caUs its " re:~" model) in 
Modeler. 

As a kid , I spent Immyan aftcrnoon tcaring apat1 per
fecuy good model kits to create my new :U1d much more 
f:llllastic design. I remember how easy it was to grab a 
small piece ft'om another model and place it on my ship 
to add relief. These small objects, c:~led "nurnies" (a Ron 
Thorntonism), could have been the death of us on 
Voyager! Building a model from scratch can be much 
easier, since you Gm determine what det:til and where to 
place it. In matching a dimensional model, ule 100 frivo
lous bumps a model builder deCides to tlu'ow on at thc 
last minute Catl cause a CGI modeler to go mad! Our :U1i 
mators spent many days studying the model, photogl~lph

ing it atld videotaping it, aU lviul the sole thought of exact
ly matching atl existing model. Though the model will 
continue to be improved :md enhatlced, the final product 
should match the original almost precisely. The best pat·t 
of the CGr ship is that somewhere, hidden inside a room, 
is a sm:~J plaquc with thc n:unes of Ule people who gave 
their aU to make Ulis Voy(/ger come to life. 



Modeling wasn 't the only battle to be fought as we 
stm1ed up on Voyager. Texturing played an important 
role in creating a convincing model. 1·lours were spent 
creating bump maps, speculm' maps and diffuse maps 
in ~U1 attempt to give our CGI ship a realistic feel. After 
the long and painstaking process, the Voyager visual 
effects depal1ment told us it was all wrong! We qUickly 
came to realize that we had textured our model to look 
as re~tli stic as possible, when tlle dimensional model we 
were matching wasn 't real at all . For exmnple, careful 
consideration had been placed in making the textures 
clean and smooth, when in truth , the paint that had 
been applied to the cllmensional model had left minute 
streaks over the surface-streaks we failed to match! 
Mmly issues arose that showed our staff the complexity 
of duplicating an existing model. On seaQuest, all the 
ships existed as CGI first. No practical model was ever 
created to match. Even the toymakers were required to 
contact us for designs since none had actually been 
done. The Voyager had been fabricated out of plastic 
components, carefully ai rbrushed and decaled with 
painstaking detail. It was important for our staff to 
approach the surfacing not from the st~Uldpoint of creat
ing a realistic look, but rather a look that matched the 
dimensional model. 

Lighting the Way 
Practical lighting quickly became an issue as we 

placed CGI lens flares to match the fiberoptic lights 
designed within the climensionalmodel. Minute details 
became major issues. For exmnple, the glowing panels 
on the front of the warp engines are created on the 
phys ical model by placing a small light in side a 
translucent shell. The smail red light illuminates the 
panel, creating the soft glow through the milky wh ite 
surface. On the CGI model , we aren't required to use a 
light to create the same effect. Instead, we simply apply 
luminosity to the outer panel. Though this seemed the 
easiest answer, it proved to be another detail over
looked. As I ex~unined shots of the dimensional model 
provided by the Voyager crew, I noticed light kicking 
off the surface of these translucent p~Ulels. Though the 
pmlels appeared red from the light inside, the gleam of 
light off the outer surface was white. 1n truth, this is ml 
unwmlted effect of the actual model, but it was one that 
would make our CGI model st~Uld out to the trained 
eye. By applying some diffuse value to the luminous 
panel, a similar effect was created. Many weeks of test
ing were required to achieve the look that the Voyager 
effects staff had become accustomed to in the past. 

With dimensional model photography, the ship is 
shot with darkened windows, no warp engine glows 
and no practical lights. Each of these items are shot as 
separate passes ~Uld re-composited in the on-line bay 
to allow for the greatest control over each element. 
Though a similar process could be taken with the CG I 
model, Dan Curry, the visual effects producer, began 
requesting we provide a fully composited shot rather 
than individual passes. CareftJi consideration had to 
be taken to set values for Windows, lights and glows to 
provide a properly balanced final image. 

The final battle that continues to be fought is 
matching model photography lighting. David Stipes 
spent hours discussing with me the methods in which 
the dimensional model is lit. A key light is placed in 
an optimum pOSition, usually to provide a shadow 
edge on the camera side of the ship. Light is bounced 
off a white card placed above the model. Other fill 
lights are placed on the side and bottom of the ship, 
with roughly the same value to provide an even fill 
ac ross the shadowed areas of th e model. Initial 
approaches to lighting the CGI Voyager appeared to 
be easy, but as we all know, nothing is actually easy! 

Though the simple lighting setup worked well for 
the practical model, the CGI model was not flying a 
similar fli ght pattern . The reason for a CGr model , 
initially, was to provide moves unavailable to the 
motion-control ri g. This often means that the basic 
lighting setup can no longer work to provide an 
acceptable look. Yet, since we are working in a com
puter, certain rules that apply in the real world are 
not even considerations for us. For the shot in the 
pilot that we call "The Wave Slap," when the Voyager 
is stru ck by a wave of energy (courtesy of Grant 
Boucher) and flung across the galaxy, we were faced 
with one of our most difficult lighting tasks. It was 
necessary to bring light from the back of the ship in 
increasing intenSity, to accentuate the violence of the 
vessel being struck. Though it would seem simple to 
place lights behind the Vo.)lager, if you recall the shot 
correctly, the ship was lifted back end first and tum
bled forward . By sim ply plaCing lights behind the 
ship, the lighting may appear correct for the first few 
frames, but as the ship is raised, shielding itself from 
the lights, a huge shadow wo uld be thrown across the 
saucer. In motion-control work, there would be little 
to do to solve this problem. In CGI, I simply applied 
keyframes to the lights, lifting them up to match the 
angle the ship had been tilted. This techniqu e 
allowed the light to continue to reach over the edge 
and light the saucer. Just as the Voyager exits frame, 
the keylights are alm ost directly above the ship , 
rather than behind the wave. 

It has never been said that motion-control photog
raphy is easier than CG I. The greatest complaints are 
that CGI cannot look as real. After several episodes of 
Star Trek: Vo.) /ager, the discussion on the Internet still 
rages as to which ships are CGI ~Uld which are mod
els. Though it would be nice to be conftlsed with real
ity instead, at least it 's a step in the right direction. 

By the way, for those of you who may be unsure 
which is which, there is a dead giveaway to the CGI 
Voyager. Whenever you see it from the rear, the 
LightWave Vo.)lager will have lit windows in the velY 
back end of the ship (below the shuttle bay). The 
real model doesn 't have thiS, as there was no way to 
snake a light back there. 

jobn F. K Parenteau is olle of the vice preSidents 
0/ Amblil1 Imaging and eGI eJIects supervisor/or 
seaQuest DSV. 

LightWave-generated 
Voyager Footage 
(as of early-March) 
Opening Sequence 

Three of the sLx opening sequence shots use 

the lightWave-generated Vo.Jlager. The other three 

shots use the practical model. All of the back

grOlUld elements were generated by Santa Barbara 

Studios using Wavefront. The three LightWave

generated Vo.:JIagel'S are: 

• The first shot of Voyager flying by sun 

• The third shot of Vo.)lager flying through 

space fog 

• The last shot of Voyager flying by planet and 

jumping into warp 

"Caretaker" (pilot) 

• All Badlands and vortex footage 

• All galactic wave footage 

• Voyager getting hit by galactic wave 

• Planets, stars and snn for all planet shots 

• Blue ananlOrphic flare elements in transpOiter 

bean1 in/outs 

• Alien fractal elements used in "Caretaker" 

beam-out effects 

• Final jump-to-warp shot 

"Parallax" 

• All Voyager-at-warp shots (including stars 

and warp stars) 

"Phage" 

• Five shots of Vo.vager in asteroid lined with 

mirrors. The actual model was used in the 

foreground and LightWave-generated reflections 

of the CGI Voyager, alien ship and phaser 

beams were used for the backgrounds. 

"Eye of the Needle" 

• Micro wormhole shots seen on the 

Vo.yager's viewscreen 

"Emanations" 

• All shots of Voyager and ring planet! 

asteroids together. 

General 

• Many stock shots of Vo.vager flybys at warp and 

at impulse speeds 
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Fractal 3D Objects 

NoW that our favorite rendering and modeling 
software package will soon be available on 
other platforms, our jobs as animators and 

artists will be made a bit easier. We can choose the plat
form where we already have most of our other necessaIY 
software for video or graphics production (if it is not all 
Amiga), eliminating lots of swapping data back aIld forth. 
I mll looking forward to using IJghtWave on the PC since 
I do most of my graphics work on that platform. 

One package that runs in the PC DOS envi ronment 
that I have found of particui<u' value for creating natural 
objects such as trees, plaIlts, leaves and animal "cJitters" 
for use in lightWave is called LPARSER. The prograIll , 
written by Laurens J. Lapre, is free ;Uld can be found in 
the graphics section of the SlMTEL collection of PC soft
ware. (SIMTEI. is available on CD-ROM or through 
Internet access.) We probably overlook the "gems" to be 
found in these chmllleis of softwm'e distribution because 
their value to us is not marketed in the usual way. 
"Ilidden treasures" such as LPARSER may go unnoticed. 

Modeling Objects Found 
in Nature 

I like to look at nature, lUld when I lUll capttJ ring a 
scene from it, I seek to replicate it as closely as possible. 
To accomplish thiS, I could use one of a number of good 
natural landscape generators, such as Vistapro or World 
Construction Set. These programs use "fractal" math to 
generate images (bit maps) resembling natural land
scapes, complete with rocks, trees lUld bodies of water. 
Even in LightWave, fractal math can be used to create 
several natural-looking surface textures from what 
LightWave calls "FractlLl Noise." (Benoit Mandelbrot 
coined the name "fnlctal.") 

In brief, fractals are geometric shapes that can be 
subdivided in plU1S, each of which is (at least approxi
mately) a reduced-size copy of the whole. Fractals are 
generally self-similar lUld independent of scale. AltllOugh 
there lU'e mathematical structures that are fractals , the 
term also describes Illany real-world objects-such as 
clouds, Illountains and coastlines-that do not corre
spond to simple geometric shapes. 

These fractal-generated nattmulandscapes work well 
as backgrounds for many projects. However, one prob
lem with the generated bit maps is that the "objects" in 
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those images, such as the trees, can't be indiVidually 
mlUlipulated. There lU'e tecluliques in IJghtWave for tllis, 
but what if I WlUlt a tree to move, or some other object to 
move behind or around it? The best solution is to have a 
model of the tree object. Hopefully, the llUldscape gener
ators we have today will be, in the near futtJre , updated 
with more 3D modeling capabilities. Today, though , 
LPARSER ClUl help. 

What Is LPARSER? 
LPARSER lulows you to produce trees, pi<UltS, "crit

tel's" lUld otlJer shapes found in nature in a 3D format, 
which you ClUl import into lightWave. The program is 
based on I-system fl1lwu matil (veJY simillu' to the math 
used in the fractal math landscape generators). There 
are many sample objects proVided in the LPARSER pack
age that you can readily use. However, if you want to 
make your own objects, you lvill need to learn tlle I-sys
tem commands implemented by LPARSER. The docu
mentation supplied with this softwlU'e will show you the 1-
system command syn tax it implements, but that is not 
enough to teach you how to use it. For tllat, lilighly rec
ommend the book mentioned in the LPARSER documen
tation, excerpted as follows: 

"The implemented I- system is based on the one 
described in tlle book 'The Algoritlllnic Beauty of PlaIllS' 
(ABOI') by P. Prusinkiewicz lUld A. Lindenmayer (tllis is 
where the "I" from I-systems come (rom). If you WlUlt 
more information on making your own I-systems, you'll 
WaIlI to check outtllis book. A lot ClUl be done by ChaIlg
ing tlle I-systems supplied II~th tlle parser lUld seeing for 
yourself what cillUlges in the final form ." 

Basiauly, ml I-system, or LindelUllayer system, is fonmu 
glwl1maI' for generating "suings." 'i1lese suings lU'e a col
lection of n~es. Hecursive application of these n~es to the 
initi lu string results in a SUing of "fractal" stl1lcttlre. When 
tilis string is inteq)reted as a set of graplliCltl commlUlds, tlle 
results ClUl be displayed. As evidenced by tlle LPARSER out
put, these I-systems generate realistic-looking plaIlts aIld 
other natlmu object~ we see m'ound us. 

Object Loading in LightWave 
Although LPARSER ClUl create objects in seventl out

put file formats, on ly one of them can be used by 
LightWave. We are most interested in the ouqlllt file (01'-

by Earl Terwilliger 

Illat CltlJed OXF. These DXF-formatted output files ClUl be 
loaded I~a TIO into LightWave's Layout. The OXF object 
file format is one that was designed for use in a popullU' 
PC package Cluled AutoCAD. no is the module "inside" 
Layout that comes into effect when a non-IJghtWave-for
matted object is being loaded. Layout lvillload IJghtWave 
objects directly and invoke the TlO Illodule to convert 
sevenu otller formats, inciucling AutoCAD DXF, Sculpt 3D, 
Swivel 3D, 3D Studio lUld Wavefront. You don't have to do 
anything special-just click on Load Object in the 
Objects plUlel ~Uld specify your object file nlune. TIO will 
liy lUld determine the object format type. If it does not 
readily detect tlle objectt)1le it lvill ask you via a requester 
to select the object format from a list of supp0l1ed t)1les. 
(Syndesis wrote the TIO routines for NewTek and has 
updated them. Hopefully, we lvill see tllem implemented 
in the newest version of LightWave.) Modeler will only 
load native LightWave-formatted objects, but once an 
object is imp0l1ed via no into Layout, it can be further 
imp0l1ed into Modeler. 

Running LPARSER on the PC 
The LPAHSEH prognul1 runs as a conlllllUld line-citi

ven PC DOS application . LPAHSER needs to know the 
mUlle of tile input file witll I-system conulllmds to parse 
lmdlUlY plU'lUneters needed to specify the output file type, 
For eXlullple, to parse the slUnple fern pllUll object, you 
would use the following PC commlUld: IplU'ser -3 fern .ls. 

This would invoke the LPARSER program, which 
would read tlle I-system commlUlds in tlle feJ1l.ls file mld 
genenlte the output DXF fern object in a default file Cluled 
output.DXF. The -3 plmulleter tells LPARSER to creale a 
DXF file lvith 30FACES. Objects made lvitll 3DFACES are 
formed lvitll true polygons of tlu'ee to four vel1ices. DXl' 
objects genemted lvitll tllis paI-ameter lU'e imp0l1ed into 
Layout I~a no lUld render well. If given tlle -d plU1Ulleter, 
LPARSER will also create DXF-format objects, but tlley II~ll 
be formed by two-point "polygons" tllat ~u'e acttlally just 
lines. These objects will impOt1 into L1yout via no but do 
not render with the desired results, Though LightWave 
can give "thickness" to a line (a two-point polygon) , a 
line really has only one dimenSion, lengtll. 

To have a real surface requires two dimensions of 
length lUld width, and thus a minimum of three points. 
(There are, however, uses for two-point polygons. Mark 



Thompson showed us how to construct a great-looking 
grassy field from two-point polygons in his article from 
the premiere issue of LWPRO, October 1993.) Again, for 
the objects we are creating via LPARSER to look real, we 
need tllem to consist of tme polygons. 

There m'e otller LPARSER command line parmneters 
mentioned in the documentation that cml improve the 
results of the final object rendeling depending on which 
rendering package is used. (Before UghtWave we had 
other choices!) As c~U1 be expected, tile rendered results 
greatly depend on the object being rendered, too. For 
exmnple, certain object forms may get too "thin ," mld 
there is a panuneter to v~uy this option. There is also an 
option to "connect" shapes that make up "branches" or 
"hunks" of trees and plants. We all do some expetimen
tation in UghtWave to get things just right, mld we \vill 
need to do some experimentation with tile parmneters in 
LP ARSER as well. 

Figure 1 

Converting the LPARSER 
DXF File on the PC 

A problem \vitll some of the files created by LPARSER 
in the DXl' 3DFACE format is tlUtt tlley m'e quite Im'ge ~U1d 
take a long time for no to import. (AcnJally, tillS stems 
from the design of the DXl' 3DFACE file format.) Another 
time-consuming t.1Sk is checking for duplicate points or 
vertices that may be shared by multiple polygons (i.e., 
"merging points"). To save conversion time on my 
Amiga, 1 wrote a PC program called DXF2LW, which will 
do the conversion from DXF to UghtWave ~U1d "merge 
points" to reduce their number. It also chooses a set of 
surface attributes preferable to no's. (DXl'2LW, along 
with its C source code ~U1d documentation, is included 
on tile April '95 LfGHTWAVEPRO disk.) 

Though no will import the LPARSER DXF objects, 
you might like the DXF2LW conversion prognun better 
because it runs on the PC ~U1d will free up the Am.iga. 
Also , you might find the DXF2LW surface attribute 
defaults more suitable thml those from TIO. 

An LPARSER Sample Object 
Figure 1 shows a screen from LVIEWER, a compan

ion program included with the LPARSER package. This 
image shows the results of the smnple fern object after 
being "pm'sed" or generated by the LPARSER prognull 
via the command shown above. (The LVIEWER progrmll 
will also view or cUsplay 3DStudio 3DS bin~lIY objects, 

and 3DStudio objects are importable by no into 
UghtWave.) When the objects generated by LPARSER m'e 
imported into LightWave and rendered, the results are 
great! I'll let you judge for yourself. Figure 2 (the fract.1l 
tree image in the color pages) shows the results of 
LightWave rendering a rather simple scene. This scene 
has an LPARSER-generated tree with some LightWave
generated clouds mld llills in the background. The tree 
object was convetted from the DXl' LPARSER output for
mat to LightWave format by DXl'2LW. 

Changing Surface Attributes 
After loading or importing one of these LPARSER 

objects into lightWave mld before rendering, you may 
want to make a few surface parameter adjustments. 
Actually, this holds true for any DXF object impOited via 
TIO or convelted by DXF2LW, since there are not really 
mly sutface chm'acteristics besides color that will carry 
over to tile convet1ed object. BOtll no mld DXI'ZLW make 
somewhat m'bitrmy but logical selections as to several of 
the smface attributes available in UghtWave that m'e not 
present in the DXF-format specifications. 

However, both no and DXF2LW cany over the color 
specified for each slllface from tile original DXF-format
ted object file. The follO\ving list shows the slllface atttib
utes each program selects: 

DXF2LW TIO 
Slllface Color smne as DXF smne as DXF 
Smoothing On Off 
Diffllse 100% 0% 
Double-Sided Off On 
Both DXF2LW mld TIO change the axis on which the 

object is aligned. DXF2LW accomplishes tillS by exchang
ing the Y and Z axis point coorcUnates so the object will 
be oriented along the Y axis instead of the Z axis. The 
object is thus "up ~U1d down" versus "lying on its side." 

Double-sided polygons increase rendering time, so 
double-sided is turned off by DXF2LW. The object \vill still 
render properly because DXF2LW automatically checks 
polygon orientation. This software uses some rather sim
ple math to determine which plane a polygon can be 
viewed from and whether the polygon is clockwise or 
counterclockwise. All of the counterclockwise polygons 
are "flipped" to verify Ulat they are clock'lvise in orient.1-
tion. TIllS flipping ensures that tlleir "surface normals" 
m'e all aligned Ule s~mle way mld visible to the Qunera in 
their viewable plane. The DXF2LW progrmn cUsplays sta
tistics about the polygons ~U1d Uleir orient.1tion as it con
vel1s tile DXF data to UghtWave format. 

no activates Double Sided (Surfaces panel). 
Since tillS function increa'ies rendering time somewhat, 
you may wml! to nll1l it off. Before you render ~U1y object 
with Double Sided off, impOl1 Ule object into Modeler 
~U1d make sure all the polygons m'e aligned (or flipped) 
in the proper direction. 

As mentioned above, the color scheme for a DXF 
object is GUTied over by both my conversion program 
(DXF2LW) ~U1d no from the original DXF object. In tile 
equipment originally used to plint CAD (computer-aided 
design) drawings, a different "pen" was used for each 
color. (Remember, the DXl' format is mostly used in 

see Fractal 3D Objects, page 18 

How to Import a DXF
Formatted Object 

Choose Load Object and sele(t your object's name from 
the file requester. 

OIJJHI~ ", ~<r"" II 
",,4nt . \ns<<,,,.:o II 
r~h,,,,,,,. ", ~<"'OQ n 

Choose Objects from the main Layout screen. 

Specify DXF as the object type by using the Up or Down 
arrows. 

As TIO imports and (onverts the object, it will display 
the conversion progress. 
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Simple Refraction 
Creating a Realistic Magnifying Glass 

When people think of refraction , most 
don 't consider it a part of everyday 3D 
jobs. But, if you look around you, many 
things refract. Incorporating this quality 

into your animations will bring you one step closer to 
achieving total realism. 

Ever since I fell iIllO 3D animation, I've been like a 
sponge. Evelything having anything to do with 3D, whetller 
high-end or low-end systems, intrigues me-especially 
when it comes to LightWave. There have been a tell' ~U1ima

tions that, though relatively simple, had some ideas that 
were so effective, one would wonder how you could over
look such a great idea. With this tutOlial, you' ll create a 
magnifying glass, but you could use the following steps for 
eyeglasses, telescopes, binoculars, etc. 

LightWave is grC'd1 for mlU1Y rCllSons, but one tllat I pm'
ticulm'ly admire is its ability to mimic real-world propel1ies. 
'Iltis magnifying glass idea has always been in tlle back of 
my mind, and finally, one day, I dedded to tly it. In about 
five minutes, I had the look I w~1S after. Later, I worked a lit
tle hm'der lU1d longer on tlle idCll, lU1d tluU1.l\S to LightWave, 
made a pretty convincing magnifying glass. As with just 
about ~Ulything in LightWave, by setting up objects, images 
mId lights lIS you would in a rClu setting, you GUl pull off 
what tlleRevo/utioll tape called "image nliracles." Enough 
jabber, tllOugh-on lvitll tlle tutOliai. 

For tlle magni~~ng glass, let's begin in Modeler. 

Making The Glass 
Whenever you model anytlling, it is ~uways besl to have 

tllat tlting light in front of you, or at IClISt a phOtOgl11ph of it. 
You may know exactly how something looks, but once 
you've modeled it, for some reason, it just doesn't look 
right. When you actually get a hold of tllat tlling you mod
eled, you see the very subtleti es that make that thing 
unique. It 's the smne for a magn~ng glllSS. Yes, I know 
exactly how it should look, but, inevitably, it just doesn 't 
look light if I build it from memOly. By having a rClu mag
n~ng gillSs in front of me, I (,111 see the propOl1ions, sur
faces, lUld most impOl1.lIltly, how it rC'Jcts to its surround
ings. Since I've built a magnifying glllSS already, you don't 
have to 11111 OUt lUld get one for tllis tutolial. 
o CIClu' out Modeler by clicking New (Objects menu or 

N) . The Ilrst tlling to do is build the glass. If you had tlJat 
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magnifying glass in front of you, you'd see tluu tlle glass 
pOl1ion is convex, like a contad lens. 11lis is very impor
tmlt to model con'ectly bCGllIse its shape, lvith reD'l\ction 
mId tlle ligllt sUlface propel1ies, detennines how rClws
tic it will look when rendered. I wlU1ted the glass to 
cUlve outward, so I cllOSC to use tlle Magnet tool. 

o First, create a clisc in tlle Face I~ew. Use tlle numeric 
requester and enter tlle followiJIg settings in mm: 

Sides 40 
Segments 
Axis 

I 
Z 

Center 0,0,0 
Raelii 1.5, 1.5,0 

Click OK, tllen tlle (a) key to fit all views. 
o In another layer, create a box, using tllese settings lvith 

tlle numelic requester: 
Low -2.5, -2, 0 
High 2,5, 2, 0 
Segments X = 20, Y = 20 

The box will be used to create lUl even template to 
make tlle elisc ImillC'Jble. 
o Go back to layer one mId select layer two (the box 

layer) lIS your background. Pull out the face lvindow 
view fo r a Im'ger work area. Extrude the elisc just I 
nun mId dlen center it on tlle Z axis. (If you have not 
cluU1.ged Modeler's colllig file, your 1'2 key ShOlUd be 
center on one llxis macro.) 

o Choose Boolean (B) o'om tlle Tools menu mId click 
Intersect If you come up lvitll e\1m points lUld yoW' elise 
is not flat, delete tlle points tllat m'e off of 0, on tlle -Z axis. 

Figure 1 

by Dan Ablan 

In a minute or so, you should have a elisc tlUll is made 
up of even polygons in tlle X and Y llXes (Figure J). The 
rCllSon it 's done tlus way tlIat bCGllIse by tlipling lUld subcli
vieling just a elisc, you'd get a mess of uneven polygons, mId 
it would be hm'd to use, and .. . well , it's a mess. Anyway, 
once tlle elisc is made, save it as "clise flat." You won't need 
to use it like tlus in Layout; we're saving it just in case, 
o Under tlle MOdifY menu, select tlle Magnet tool. Witll 

tlle left mouse button, cb1Ig out to cover tlle whole disc 
(Figure 2). Next, ,vith tlle light mouse bulton, [i'OIll tlle 
top view, dmg out just a litde, mId you'll see tlle elisc 
begin to clllve outwm'd. The Im'ger the magnet arCll 

Figure 2 

(lefi mouse) , tlle ilu1ler tlle influence (light mouse) lvill 
be. You should end up lvith a elise tlJat looks sometlung 
lil<e Figure 3. Save it as "elisc magnet." Again, you won't 
need tllis pm1iculm' piece in Layout, but if you screw up, 
or cl'l\Sh, it's much CllSier to reload tlus object, lUld later 
delete it, tllml to go tlU'OUgll tlle steps again. 

o Now, give the clisc the surface name "glass. " Then , 
using tlle Mirror tool under the Multiply menu, mir
ror the clllved elisc against itself so you have a two
sided cUlve (Figure 4). Merge points (m) to get rid of 
lUlY dupliGlte points, Save tlus lIS "mag.glass." 
Now you need to build the edge of tlle magnifying glllSS 
tlJat holds tlle lens in place. In a clClUl layer, make a elise 
using tlle numelic requester lUld tllese settings in nun: 

Sides 40 
Segments 
Axis 
Center 

Z 
0, 0,0 



Figure 3 

Figure 6: Using the proper refraction settings, a magni
fying glass enlarges what's behind it. 

x 
y 

z 

1.6 
.6 
o 

o Copy Utis disc to ~U1other layer. Select Size (1-1) from 
the Modify menu and click Numeric (n). Enter 
Factor of 0.94 to scale it down just a bit. Next, Extrude 
(Multiply menu) it .2 mm on Ule Z axis. Finally, center 
it on the Z axis. 

o Go back to the layer that has the larger disc and put 
the smaller extruded disc in the background layer. 
Select Boolean from the Tools menu (B) ~U1d hit 
Subtract. When the hole has been cut in the larger 
flat disc, Extrude it .2 mm on the Z :Lxis. Center it 
on the Z :Lxis, and give the hole a Surface name of 
edge. Finally, save it. 
Now all that is left is the neck ~U1d h~U1cUe. You can 

model ulese in Ule Slune step, by making one disc and sur
facing two ctiJIerent areas. I made mine look like a faney 
wood-type hamlie, but for now, just make a disc. 
o Select Disc, and using the numeric requester, enter 

ulcse settings in mm: 

Sides 12 
Segments 
Bottom 

. Top 
Axis 
Center 
Radii 

2 
-4.7 
-1.59 
Y 
0,-3.145,0 
0.195,1.555,0.18 

o Using ule tight mouse button, select tile center points 
Witil Ule lasso feature. Move ulese points to about -1.84 
mm to create ule neck m'ea of ule IUUlcUe (Figure 5) . 
Next, select just those polygons using the hL'iSO tool 

Figure 7: As the magnifying glass gets closer to the object, 
it magnifies less, as would a real magnifying glass. 

again (right mouse button) and surface them as 
"neck." SUlface ule remainder of the hmlcUe as "h~Ul

clie." Save titis, too. 
o Now it 's time to put it all together. The best way to join 

Ule pieces is ulrough Ule Boole:U1 operations. However, 
you cml copy mld paste all items to tile smne layer. 
Once you have aU Ule pieces togeuler, hit ule (m) key to 
merge paints. ExpOit tilis object to layout, saving it as 
"MagnifyGlass. " 

Making It Work 
Surfacing this thing is relatively simple. Place your 

favOIite wood slllface or image m'otmd the hmlcUe lUld use 
a silver/metal sUlface for the neck lUld edge. The glass is 
~~so e:~y. Use Ulese settings: 

Texture Color 
Diffusion 
Speculmity 
Glossiness 
Reflective 
Reflected Image 
Transpm'ency 
Refrdctive Index 

172, 187,200 
95 
75 
IUgh 
5 
Fracl.l~ Reflections 
95 
1.55 

SmooUting On 
Max Smoouling Angle 10 

o Under the Camera menu , turn on Trace 
Refraction. Set the render resolution to Low for 
quick render tests. Refraction is the key here. As 
the magnifying glass is closer to the camera and 
farther away from another object, it will appear 
vely magnified, as in the color image (Figure 6). I 
chose to just use a scan of a $5 bill as an object. 

Figure 5 

You could use a scan of a page of words, a table 
with many objects spread across it , or a newspaper. 

o As the magnifyi ng glass gets closer to the object, it 
doesn't magnify as much (Figure 7). If you have a 
magnifying glass near you, look through it, and move 
it toward and away from a piece of paper on your 
desk. See how it reacts? It 's the same in lightWave. 
The only difference is that you can't start a cmnpfire 
in LightWave with a concentrated light source. 
Refraction is interesting. To make it work properly in 

LightWave, you usually need more than one refraction 
index on the same object. Light enters one part of the 
object, refracts, travels through lUlother part, mld leaves 
through yet another. Realistically, you should have a 
refraction setting for each pal1, but this magnif)~ng glass 
isn't quite thick enough to warnUlt that. If you were mod
eling a glass of water, however, you 1V0uid set refmction 
for where the light enters, the water, ~U1d where the light 
leaves. [Ed iLOr's note: For a more detailed description of 
refraction properti es , see Mark Thompso n's 
"Understmlding Refraction," LIVPRO,]mlUaty '951 

Other Ideas 
I recently saw a great animation from a company in 

Europe. C~~led "Invisible Man ," it was black and wltite 
and had a terrific idea. In one part of the piece, the 
invisible man pulls a pair of glasses out of a desk 
drawer and proceeds to put them on. You (the cam
era) are watching this move from the character's per
spective. When he brings the glasses up to his face 
(camera view) , you see the objects on the desk in front 
of him enlarge and slightly deform, just as if you were 
actually putting on a p~tir of glasses. The above steps 
could be used the same way for building a pair of 
glasses, or a telescope. Or how about a pair of binocu
lars? Even if you only do logos with LightWave, why not 
have a magnifying glass travel across the logo, instead 
of a 1)1)ical glint of light? 

With your eyes open, watching real-world proper
tics, plus a basic understanding of LightWave, you can 
create those "image miracles." It's those little differ
ences that will really make your animations stand out. 

Dem Ablall is a LighlWave allimalorjiJrAGA, based 
ill Cbicago. He call be reacbed al (312) 239-7957 or via 
IlIlernel al dma@mcs.colII. 
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LightWave 1 01 
Holding Curves With Metaform 

elcome back to "LightWave 101 "! 
It 's been awhile since this column 
has appeared in L IVPRO due to the 

fact that Taylor Kurosaki, who used to write it, is no 
longer able to do so because of his busy schedule with 
Naughty Dog, a computer game development compa
ny. I'll be taking over the reins. 

This month 's installment will cover the new object
modeling tool Metaform. In case any readers have 
been living under a rock or out exploring uncharted 
desert regions for the last sLx months, I'll give a short 
description of this powerful feature: 

Mctaform, a to ol fo und in Modeler 's Subdiv 
requester (Polygon menu) , allows you to create a 
primitive object, or metabox. Then , by simply pressing 
a button , Mctaform turns this primitive angled shape 
into a smooth, organic model. Now the problem is that 
if you only create a primitive in the general shape and 
size of what you lVant the final object to look like and 
press the button , you will most likely end up with an 
amorphous blob instead of the nice organic model you 
expected. Don't worry-this happens to just about 
eve ryo ne the first few times they ex perim ent with 
Metaform. So don 't panic. 

When LightWave 3.5 first arrived, I was VCIY cxcit
cd about Metaform. After playing with it for several 
hours , though , I ca me to the co nclu sion that 
Metaform was going to be useful for making blob-type 
objects but not mu ch else . It co uld not possiblv 
replace sp line modeling for building complex-looking 
objects like automobiles and airplanes, which require 
preci se curves. Th ere just wasn't enough control. 
Well , let me tell you that I could not have been more 
wrong. Not only can Metaform produce just abo ut any 
smooth object you can think of, but it can also do it 
quickly, and is nowhere near as complicated as mod
eling with curves or splines. 

Before using any modeling tool , know the require
ments that need to be met for it to function correctly. 
Mctaform, thankfully, has on ly a few prercquisites 
that need to he met for it to work properly. Let 's go 
over them: 

Th e main rcquircment is th at your primitive 
obj ect-or mctabox, as I like to call it-consist sen-
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tirely of three- or four-sided polygons. Metaform will 
not work with polygons that have been created using 
more than four points and doesn't like triangles (three
sided polygo ns) as much as four- sided polygo ns. 
Although it will function with them, it has a tendency to 
cinch up in the place where you have triangles. So 
remember, always liy to use quads (four-Sided poly
gons) if possible when making your primitive. 

The only other requirement for Metafol'lll is that your 
object be closed up on l~1 sides. You should not leave 
lUll' open ends in tlle geometlY of the primitive or else 
strange things can happen when you Metaform. Other 
than that , only the genen~ rules apply. These include not 
having any duplicate points or polygons; therefore, use 
Merge points (Tools menu) and Unify polygo ns 
(Polygon menu) before you Metafonn. Additiom~ly, the 
object should be tripled before rendering. 

That's about it for requirements. There's nothing 
better th:Ul the hands-on approach, so let's get started 
on the tutorial. 
• Go into Modeler and select the Box tool (O bjects) . 

Hit (n) for numeric and accept the default \,l~ues 
by clicking OK. Now hit return to create the box. 

• Press the (a) key on the keyboard to autosize the 
display. Then go to the Polygon menu and click on 
th e Subdi v (Subdivid e) button. You ' ll see the 
requester shown in Figure I. 

Faceted 

Fractal Reset ) 

@ ( Cancel 

Figure 1: The Subdiv requester 

• if Metaforlll is not already highlighted, select it by 
clicking on it. Then click on OK. Your cube has 
gone through a one-level transformation with 
Metaform and should now look like Figure 2. Click 
Metaforlll two more times. Your cube has turned 
into a sphere. 
This is as good a place as any to stop and think 

about what I was discussing earlier. I.et's review for a 

Figure 2 

. 
.y 

By David Jones 

moment. You made a box, then hit Metaforlll . The 
cube started collapsi ng in on itself and go t rounder 
with each subsequent metafol'm until finally becoming 
a sphere. However, what if my intention was to make a 
box with rounded edges, like dice (something with 
tight curves and closely rounded edges)? Now, pay 
close attention, because this may seem trivial , but it 
opens up many exciting possibilities. If you can con
trol how tight the metafol'lned curve will be, just about 
llll)1hing can be created with it. 
• Go into lUlother layer, build the default box aglu n 

and autosize it with the (a) key. Now select the 
Multiply button at the top of the screen, find 
Bevel and click on it. 
In the Bevel requester, enter an Inset of 35 and a 
Shift of O. Make sure to set your Units to 111m. 
Your requester window should look like Figure 3. 
Select OK and watch as Bevel adds a new set of 
polygons on the same plane as the originals, but 
inset 35 mm toward the center. 

Inset 

Shift 

( Reset) Un\ts -8:::) 

Cancel 

Figure 3: The Bevel requester 



Figure 4: Th e top sequence shows a norma l cube 
metaformed into a sphere. The bottom sequence shows 
how beveling the edges af the cu be first helps contain 
the metaform. 

Tearing Through Canyons 
continued from page 5 

scape. You can avoid th is problem in a couple of 
ways. The easiest is to run an obj ect that would 
believably be part of the landscape (a tree, for exam
ple) between the camera and the flying object evelY 
now and th en. Another way, which is a topic for 
anoth er tim e, would be to use the same image 
sequence as the Foreground Image sequence and a 
companion FG Alpha Image sequence to "manifest" 
those portions of the landscape behind which you 
want to fly into the foreground. 

Have Starlield, Will Travel 
continued from page 9 

offering this additional tip. As seen in the end credits 
for Deep Space Nine, the principle of parallax pro
vides a more accurate representation of what warping 
through space might look like. This means that as we 
are traveling forward (or any direction, for that mat
ter) , the closest stars will appear to move the greatest, 
causing the longest blurs , and the most distant stars 
might not appear to move at all. Two possible solutions 
exist to mimic this phenomenon. Either build a com
pletely realistiC, physically accurate spherical starfield, 
as we did earlier (scaled extremely large), to act as a 

• Now Metaform the primitive again , making sure 
no polygons are selected. Notice how the edges of 
the box hold their shape and don 't collapse inward 
as much as they did before. Metaform the obj ect 
two more times and it should look like Figure 4. 

• Once this has been completed, hit (d) on the key
board to bring up the display options and select a 
Moving Solid previ ew. Rotate the object around in 
th e preview win dow and examine th e edges . 
Observe how they are nice and round but still have 
tight curves. This time, when you metaformed the 
object, it didn 't turn into a sphere. The reason is 
that the new polygons added to the box by the bevel 
ope rati on ac ted as restraining po lygons; thu s, 
Metaform kept the curves it created light. 
What this should tell you is that if you want to make 

a tight curve, add extra polygons where you want the 

Close Enough for ... 
This method of using a 2D background movie to 

simulate flying through a 3D terrain may be eschewed by 
the 3D purist simply because it uses 2D animation. But 
the fact remains that this method can actually reduce 
both rendering time :Uld the total time for completion of 
the project. It is also true that you can get a more realis
tic-looking landscape in a shorter period of time than if 
you tly to create a sp line patch landscape and then paint 
it. But the real adv:Ultage is that when you hear "And 

mock galaxy, or create a "shell" of particles surround
ing the warp column to act as a static background wall 
of stars (Figure 5). In both cases, make sure to set a 
Distance Dissolve (Objects panel) for the star objects 
you'll be warping through. Aren't space scenes fun?! 

Docking Bay 
Here are some astronomical constants that might 

be useful: 
I astronomical unit = 1.5 x 101 1m 
I light year = 9.4605 x 1015 m 

resulting curve to be tight. Metaform looks at the space 
between the polygons, and when it subdivides them it 
creates new polygons at th e halfway point. If yo u 
already have polygons that are close together in the 
primitive, Metaform still adds new geomelty there, but 
it won't pull it in and curve it as much. 

I hope that this simple tutorial was helpful in illus
trating holV to hold curves with Metaform. Although 
beveling is only one way to add extra geomeuy to a 
primitive, it is used frequently and seems to work well . 
Remember that the best way to learn a new tool is to 
use it , :Uld this advice is especially true with Metaform. 
So what are you waiti ng for? Start modeling! 

David jones is an allimator/o/' Amblill Imaging 
curreltl()' working all Star Trek: Voyager. 

make it fly through a killer landscape," you know the 
bUldscape is actually going to be the easiest part. 

The next time you have a difficult 3D problem, 
don't let any potential 2D solutions go unconsidered. 

WC()II/e Cole is Ihe p1'Oprietor of I11jlnity Heart 
El1teljJrises in Santa Barba/'a, Cali! He can be 
reached al (805) 964-9540, or via COll1jJIIServe al 

76370,621 

1 parsec = 206,265 A.U. or 3.262 light years 
Milky Way radius = "'55,000 light years 
Number of stars in the Milky Way = >200 billion 
Next time, we'll tackle some of the more interesti ng 

stellar phenomena, such as globular clusters, spiral 
galaxies, black holes, comets and solar flares. Until 
then, keep looking Upl 

Send queslions, commell is OJ' ji-ozell jJizzas 10 

Blue-Line Imaging, c/o William Frawley, 315 lV 

Fifth Street, Muscalaille, L4 52761. 

Next month look for the top] 0 Fractal Noise tips and LightWave 4.0 benchmark tests. 

Supplemental LfGHl1VAVEPRO disk subscriptions and back issues are available six times through
out the year (approximately every other month). Enhance your lightWave 3D knowledge with 
information-packed disks that help you to better understand ARexx scripts, objects and macros 
discussed in LWPRO tutorials. Disk subscriptions are $30 per year(Canada and Mexico add $10; 
overseas add $20). Back issues are $7 each (Canada and Mexico add $3; overseas add $8). 
'fo subscribe or order single disk copies, please call] -800-322-AVID or write to: L1GHTWA VEPRO 
Disk Subscriptions, 273 N. Mathilda Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. 
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Editor's Message 
continued from page 3 

but not angly. If you are depending upon materials that 
do not exist yet, you are making a very unwise business 
decision. A product will ship when it's don e (and 
sometimes a bit before!). 

Now that I've had my littie tirade, I think it would be 
ni ce to tell you about some of the new features in 
UghtWave 4.0. This, of course, is just a quick list. We'll go 
into much more detail in the next and upcoming issues. 

The most exciting thing about the new LightWave is 
definitely its ability to allow third-party manufacnu'ers to 
supply plug-in capabilities. Layout will provide for dis
placement , image post-processing, motion :U1d shader fil 
ters. Note the word "shader": these filters ar'e much more 
adv:U1ced th:U1 simple texnll'es. Modeler allows support 
for plug-in macros :U1d custom tools. 

Layout 's Objects panel now allows you to make an 
object unaffected by fog or unseen by ray tracing. Both 
options can be very handy for compositi on wo rk . 
Bones now al low for a minimum :U1d m:Lximum influ
ence range. 

It seems each new version of LightWave introduces 
something you can't see how you ever did without. 
Ve rsion 2.0 brought us automatic texture sizing. 3.0 
introduced us to macros. And 3.5 brought us Metaform . 
I believe 4.0 '5 must-have feanll'e may velY well be its sur
face sarnples, This feature gives you the ability to quickly 

Fractal 3D Objects 
continued from page 13 

CAD-type PC programs,) That is why both no and 
DXF2LW use a slllface nlli11e beginning with "PEN" for 
each color or surface. There is a m:Lximum of eight sur-
faces/colors used in tile conversion as follows: 

Surface Nrune Color R G B 
PENO Black 0 0 0 
PEN I Red 255 0 0 
PEN2 Yellow 255 255 0 
PEN3 Green 0 255 0 
PEN4 Cyan 0 255 255 
PEN5 Blue 0 0 255 
PEN6 Magenta 255 0 255 
PEN7 Wllite 255 255 255 
If a color "number" in the DXF object is higher th:Ul 

seven, seven is subtracted from it until it fits into the 
above color scheme when converted by the DXF2LW 
program. TIO also fi ts the DXF object colors into the 
above scheme. DXF2LW was written to support only the 
DXF "entity" called 3DFACE. While this conversion pro
gram wo rks fo r objects generated with the proper 
LPARSER command, it does not work on all DXF-for
matted object flies. '1'10 supports more of the DXF for
mat thllil DXF2LW does. The appendix of the lightWave 
manual contains more details on the no conversion 
program, the DXF format llild other formats supported 
by the TIO progrmn. 

Some of the sample "critter" or "animal" objects 
loo k good with their LPARSER-generated color set
tin gs. lI owever, th e plant obj ects will need to be 
changed. For plants, trees and leaves generated by 
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render out small tests of a surface as many times as 
needed. On the Amiga, they render out in rows on your 
selected display device. On non-Amiga versions, they ren
der out in a veltical "filmstrip" mounted on tile edge of 
the Surfaces parle!. By the way, evelY once in a while, a 
UghtWave option comes along til at just doesn't seem to 
make sense to some people, (An arlimator I know used 
to wonder why :Ulyone would W:Ult a "Clear Light. ") The 
Surface Sphere Diameter may be such an option. 
Defaulted to 1 .0, it lets you ch:Ulge tile relative size of the 
sanlple spheres that you C:U1 render. The sarnple sphere 
doesn't actually render out any hu'ger, but you will notice 
a texture charlge if you adjust to this value. Remember to 
give this option a value close to the size of your slllface, 
or you won 't get accurate-looking results. I've made the 
mistake myself of not seeing my texture on tile sarnple 
sphere when I was tlying to map a pl:Ulet, but instead 
looking at a I-meter sphere, 

Layout now SUppOits Flyer clips, Tllis should be a wel
come addition for OlOse WiOl a Flyer edit suite. 

Layout 's Cllinera panel has been revamped as well , 
with the addition of custom pixel aspects and a fi eld
of-view readout. I just recently used the custom pixel 
aspect feature to complete a cinemascope film teaser 
for the movie CutThroat IshUld (check out the end of 
the preview for the LightWave stuff) . There are now 

LPARSER, it's best to change yellow to brown ~Uld all 
other colors to a shade of green, This step might save 
you the time of rendering in Layo ut or selecting poly
go ns in Mo deler to see what colo rs/surfaces are 
attached to what polygons. 

As you might guess, there are different surfaces (or 
sets of polygons) generated for the "branches" and 
"leaves." For some of the "flower" objects, you wi ll 
need to experiment with the colors, as these objects 
look more realistic with more colors th:U1 just browns 
or greens. U you take the time to le:U'll the LPARSER
implemented I-system commands fo r creating your own 
objects, it wi ll be easier to originally select the color 
and thus the surface you want fo r each object part. 
When constructing yo ur own LPARSER obj ects, you 
have control over the parts of the object being created. 
These parts Cllil be given different colors llild thus treat
ed as separate surfaces once imported into LightWave. 

Also, if you are loading more than one object that 
was originally in DXF format, remember to chllilge the 
surface nanles to something meaningful before loading 
a second object. If you load more th ~Ul one object with 
these same (DXF default) surface munes, the objects 
will share these names and their individual surfaces 
cannot be ch:Ulged independently. 

Another surface attribute that needs to be changed 
is the diffuse setting. It will be set to 0% by TlO and 
should be set to 100% or somewhat less for each sur
face to be seen. I'll leave it up to you to adjust llily of the 
other attributes to create the effect you want. 

frame boundaries in the camera view that dynanlically 
change whenever you adjust resolution and pixel 
aspects. I'm sure you 'll agree they are a great addition. 

Modeler now spOt1S a few more layers llild (ta da!) 
multiple undo/redo. You Cllil even adjust the number of 
undo/redo opel11tions available. 'l1lere lli'e a few new jitter 
and :m-ay options and Metafonn now allows you to use a 
smooOling llilg1e to "hold" shlli']l edges. 

The units field in all requesters is now absent. Instead, 
you Cllil just type in tile abbreviation of Ole lIIlit you \\~sh to 
use llild Modeler \vill automatically convel1 it to tile units 
of measurement you have set in tile Display options. Along 
with Olis new feann'e comes anotiler valuable one: tile abil
ity to peifOI11l basic matilematicaI functions in tile numeric 
fi eld of requesters. Simply type a formula such as 
"2 1.527m + 19.34in" :Uld Modeler \vill insel1 the llilswer 
in the field when you llit renlIl1. VelY nice. 

Add in the abili ty to view solid, static models and 
save separate layer, zoom and window posit ions onto 
nu meric keys, and you round out some of Modeler's 
new capabilities. 

As I mentioned above, we' ll be covering these llild 
more new features in upcoming issues. 

Oh, by the way, if for some reason LightWave hasn't 
shipped yet, fo rget I said :Ulytiling. 

Object Sizing 
The size of the DXF object may not quite be what 

you would expect after it is imported into LightWave, 
because the uni t of measurement is not carried over by 
the conversion process. The original object might have 
been created in inches or feet. When the object is 
imported into LightWave, the unit of measurement is 
assumed to be meters. To fix this problem, it can be 
resized in I.ayo ut, rescaled in Modeler or converted to 
a prope r si ze usin g the Obj ect to Metric macro 
(MetricScale,lwm) in Modeler. 

Should You Be Using 
LPARSER? 

Some of the sllinple LPARSER-generated objects do 
have a high point/polygon count, which increases ren
dering time, but I think the results are worth it. By Chllilg
ing the original commands in the LPARSER input file you 
do have some control over the size of the objects created. 
Even if you do not take the time to lelli'n the I-system 
commllilds needed to make your own original objects, 
Ole smnples prO\~ded may be a welcome addition to your 
collection. If you don't have access to a PC to generate 
these sample obj ects, I have converted them all into 
LightWave format for you. They should all be avai lable on 
the next LIGIIT-ROM CD from Amiga LibrlliY Selvices. 

Earl Terwilliger alii be reacbed on tbe II/temet at ais
terwi@acsekl/. edlt oroIlCompuServeat 70.575,1330. 
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Fractal Tree 
A LightWave rendering of an LPARSER
generated 3D (ractal tree. See "Fractal 
3D Objects," page 12. 
Image copyrigbl 1995 Earl Terwilliger 

Pleiades 
A total of 56,000 particles comprise this 
starEield, 40,000 of which are set to render 
Particle Sizes as "Small ," 15,000 "Medium" 
and 1,000 as "Large." Lens flares were used 
as local suns and dust clouds were planar 
mapped for enhan ced effec t. See "Have 
Starfield, Will Travel ," page 8. 
CO/~)I/"igbi 1995 Bill Fral/l/~)' 

Simple Refraction 
Us in g the proper refraction settings, a 
magnifying glass enlarges what 's behind it. 
See "Simple Refraction ," page 14. 
cO/~) 'rigbi 1995 Dall IIblml 
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